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“

Inclusive, good quality education
is a foundation for dynamic
and equitable societies.
ARCHBISHOP DESMOND TUTU
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As a Trust, our foundation lies in the values that shape and define us:

1		
Integrity in everything we do
2		
Innovation in the way we embrace change
		and transformation

Our Values
Values to motivate and inspire

3		
Collaboration in achieving our goals
4		
Efficiency in the allocation of our resources
5		
Excellence in the use of our skills,
		our proactivity, our respect and self-knowledge,
		and our willingness to mentor
By taking these values to heart and allowing them to guide us
in our decisions and our deeds, we aim to similarly guide our
beneficiaries, and drive lasting, impactful change.
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ENERGY MOBILITY EDUCATION TRUST CEO – MS VUYO MWASE

Overview
It was just over a year ago in March
2021 when I joined the Energy
Mobility Education Trust, full of
excitement about the new journey
ahead. I had wanted to work in an
organisation whose purpose and
values were aligned with mine.
I was drawn to the Trust’s work
because of its young but rich history
of changing the lives of young black
South Africans through education
and skills development. This is
something for which I have a deep
passion. I was equally curious and
excited to be part of the Trust’s
organisational transformation process,
where change was the only constant.
It was during this transitional stage,
that we also appointed two new team
members, Nolubabalo Mokoena
and Ntandokazi Nodada, to look
after our Business Operations and
Programmes respectively.

We spent the past year reimagining
the future, with a vision to make an
even deeper impact on the lives of
the young people we work with. It was
also a year of navigating the Covid-19
pandemic which had wreaked havoc
on societies across the globe. This
meant that we had to adapt quickly
and put into practice innovative ways
of engaging and supporting our
stakeholders and beneficiaries.
A year later, I’m privileged to
showcase the achievements and
successes of our beneficiaries from
2014-2021, through this inaugural
annual report. We are also proud
to reflect on the Trust’s own
organisational evolution in 2021,
and achievements over the years.
It all takes us back to when and why
the Trust was established in the first
place.

INTRODUCTI N
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Timeline

TRUST

FOUNDATION

TALENT

STUDENTS

GRADUATION

PARTNERSHIP

INDEPENDENCE

P

I
SH

N

IO
T
LA

RE

2014
The Trust was established

UNIVERSITY

H
SC

LS
O
O

as the bpSA Education
Foundation Trust. As part
of bpSA’s B-BBEE portfolio
restructuring, the Trust
acquired a 5% minority
shareholding in bpSA.

2015
The Trust took over the
grant management of the
R105 million donated to
WITS University by bpSA
towards the Targeting
Talent Programme (TTP),
a high school partnership
between the University of
the Witwatersrand (WITS)
and bpSA, which began in
2007. TTP – with an overall
intake of approximately
1 400 learners – remains the

05

Trust’s legacy programme as
the majority of the current
scholarship cohort (and
graduate professionals) have
come from this programme.
A cohort of 19 students
became the first university
intake into the Trust’s
scholarship programme at
WITS.

2016

2017
6 of the 19 scholarship
students graduated within
the requisite period.
The Trust established its first
initiative for people with
disabilities, in partnership
with WITS & UJ.

2018

for young people with
disabilities were placed in
jobs.

2020
The Trust began its
transition towards
independence and changed

The Trust extended its

its name to the Energy

scholarship programme and

Mobility Education Trust.

began its relationship with

17 scholarship recipients

the University of Fort Hare,

completed their studies.

its first with a historically
black university, funding
postgraduate students in
STEM disciplines.

The four-year degree

2021
The current management
team was appointed.
From the cohort of 75,

The scholarship programme

students from the inaugural

Three of our fourth-year

intake also graduated within

20 final year students

was extended to the

chemical engineering

the requisite time.

graduated within the

University of Johannesburg

students from WITS were

requisite time.

(UJ), expanding the cohort
to 51.

part of a team that won
The scholarship programme

the Uber Tech for Safety

grew to 83 students, with 61

The Trust extended its

Hackathon – a competition

at WITS, and 22 at UJ.

scholarship programme

where students from

reach to include the

different academic

University of Pretoria

institutions are challenged

(UP), and expanded its

5 of the first cohort of 6 from

to solve real-life problems

programmes for people

the Living Link partnership

using technology.

with disabilities.

2019

06
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THE CHAIRMAN’S REPORT – PROF. LOYISO NONGXA

Taking steps towards a
brighter future
Education has been my life’s work.
It is my background, my career,
and my legacy that I hope to leave
to the world. It’s what I’m proud to
have contributed to, and it’s what I’m
proud to see flourishing today, in the
form of the Energy Mobility Education
Trust. What began as an initiative to

identify talented scholars from
under-served rural areas and
townships has today grown into so
much more. Being able to nurture the
learners’ potential to succeed,
and expose them to fields such as
science and maths, is an opportunity
for which I’m eternally grateful.

VIDEO
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THE CHAIRMAN’S REPORT – PROF. LOYISO NONGXA

Taking steps towards a
brighter future
Over the past year, the Trust

school students. By 2015

me great satisfaction.

of operating under such

has performed extremely

and 2016, we moved into

While the Trust has had

conditions made us

well, with our beneficiaries

supporting undergraduate

many successes over

stronger together as a

continuing to excel. Our

students at the University

the past year, we’ve had

whole. It may not have been

high school students are

of the Witwatersrand, and

challenges to face too –

the easiest of experiences,

achieving better than the

based on this success,

most notably, the challenge

but it was ultimately a

national average, and are

we began adding more

of working online, with little

valuable one, and there was

performing comparatively

university partners to our

to no personal contact.

a lot to be learned from it.

against students at private

portfolio, including my alma

What we’ve come to learn

schools as well. At university

mater Fort Hare.

over the years is that a

Looking back over the past

face-to-face approach is

year, what I can genuinely

level, we are determined
that our students take no

At the same time, we

vital in the Trust – investing

say that I’m most proud

more than one extra year

diversified our interests

personally in the lives of our

of is our investment in our

to complete their degrees,

even further by supporting

beneficiaries and our staff,

people – not only in our

and at least 80% have met

programmes aimed

hearing their stories and

beneficiaries but in our

this requirement. Taking

at people living with

sharing our own so that

staff as well. When you’re

into account the challenges

disabilities, and it’s this

we can all grow stronger

on a board, one of your

that the past transition

progression of which I’m

together. Not having that

most significant challenges

year has posed, both to

extremely proud. When we

one-on-one contact was an

lies in making the right

our beneficiaries and our

talk about transformation

aspect I sorely missed.

decisions, particularly

staff, this is a remarkable

and inclusion as a society,

achievement and one

we often discuss issues of

However, we overcame

concerned. And although

deserving of recognition.

race and gender – however

these challenges in the only

we had to make three

seldom do we consciously

way possible – by adapting.

appointments over

In terms of our performance

think about the inclusion

And when strict lockdown

lockdown, one of those

people are the reason. As I

over the long term, perhaps

of people with disabilities.

level 5 regulations moved

being our CEO, I can

come to the end of my term,

the biggest developmental

And while we continue to

to a more relaxed level 1, we

confidently say that we

the sun may be setting on

area has been in the

support our high school

were able to communicate

made the best decision

my own career, but I know

diversity of our portfolio.

and university students, it’s

in person again, to build

possible.

it’s shining brightly on the

When we started the

this evolution of the Trust

relationships, to interact,

Trust in 2014, we began by

into helping those with

to learn and to share – and

The Trust is changing for the

hope it brings to the young

supporting mainly high

disabilities as well that gives

the unique experience

better every day, and our

people of South Africa.

09

where appointments are

Trust, and the continued
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A WORD FROM OUR DONOR – MS TAELO MOJAPELO, CEO bpSA

Harnessing the power
of education
South Africa’s history is one fraught
with challenges – and by far the most
persistent challenge we face today
is the poverty trap. With a significant
part of the population still historically

disadvantaged due to poverty and lack
of opportunity, we at bpSA recognised
that education was the key to changing not only the future of our young
people, but our country as a whole.

VIDEO
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A WORD FROM OUR DONOR – MS TAELO MOJAPELO, CEO bpSA

Harnessing the power
of education
It’s for this reason that bpSA

particular the Trust’s focus

achievement, and one

of the Trust and its

founded the Energy Mobility

on female development

that is wholly due to the

beneficiaries can help to

Education Trust – both as

and empowerment. To

relentless commitment of

make a profound impact in

a means to bettering the

date we have had female

those running the Trust.

managing this transition.

livelihoods of young South

participation levels of

With so much positive work

The more the Trust is able to

Africans, and as a response

more than 72% across our

having been accomplished

expand on a national scale

to the national imperative

programmes, which is a

by the Trust already, what

and partner with additional

that poverty presents.

hugely encouraging statistic

I would like to see is the

donors, the more we can

and gives me hope for

Trust’s reach expanding

all benefit collectively from

Since establishing the Trust,

the future of young South

even further, and its impact

its hard work and positive

we have seen the lives of

African women.

felt on a wider scale. In order

influence in the industry.

young people and entire

to achieve this, we need for

communities change as a

Another important success

the Trust to partner with

On a personal note, the

result. An educated child

lies in the number of

additional donors, and

work of the Trust has

is a confident child, and

students we have seen pass

move fully into operating

always and will always be

one bold enough to take

through our high school

as an independent entity.

immensely important to

on a leadership role within

programme, with more

By partnering with similar-

me. I have a passion for

their family, moving them

than 1 300 students having

minded organisations, the

education, and have been

out of poverty and into

achieved a pass rate in

Trust will be able to reach

involved in mentoring and

to be. More than simply

chance possible of realising

the security and stability

excess of 90% – a far higher

more children and more

coaching from a very early

imparting knowledge

their dreams. It takes a

that they deserve. Each

number than you would

communities, expand on

age. For the past seven

however, I believe that an

village to raise a child, but

of our beneficiaries that

normally find in Matric.

its successes and make a

years, I’ve dedicated a

integral part of education

it takes an educated child

graduates with a bachelor’s,

This impressive

meaningful difference.

significant amount of time

lies in developing life skills

to raise a village up out of

a postgraduate or a master’s

accomplishment is

to collaborating with WITS,

as well, preparing our

poverty into prosperity and

degree has a ripple effect on

testament to the rigour

With the energy transition

helping to lecture and

young people to not just

success.

the leadership pool within

and effort that goes into

already upon us in South

further education in the

succeed in their careers, but

our economic and corporate

developing, coaching and

Africa, now more than

engineering department.

in navigating life’s many

sector – one which

training our students,

ever we need qualified

I’m also currently mentoring

challenges too. It’s this fully

ultimately benefits us all.

and the high standards

people in the engineering,

two young boys, and it’s a

rounded education that the

It’s this impact that

of education that the

health sciences and

privilege being able to help

Trust is committed to, and

I’m most proud of on

Trust demands. It is a

commerce industries, and

shape them into the men

it’s what I believe will give

a personal level, and in

truly commendable

the continued success

they will one day grow up

our beneficiaries the best
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Meet our trustees
Prof. Loyiso Nongxa

of the National System of

Dr Sebiletso Mokone-

Innovation appointed by

Matabane

Prof. Loyiso Nongxa is the

the Minister of Science and

Founding Chairperson

Technology, and has been a

Dr Sebiletso Mokone-

of the Energy Mobility

member of various advisory

Matabane obtained her

Education Trust.

committees constituted

Bachelor of Arts degree in

by the Foundation for

Political Science from the

The former Vice-

Research Development. He

University of Syracuse, USA,

Chancellor and Principal

has also served as Founding

a Master of Science (MSc)

of the University of the

Chairperson of the

degree in Radio & Television

Witwatersrand (WITS) and

SASOL Inzalo Foundation,

from the University of

Founding Director of its

Chairperson of the Higher

Syracuse, USA, and a PhD in

Centre of Mathematical and

Education South Africa

Educational Administration

Computational Sciences,

Research and Innovation

from the University of Texas,

he has obtained a Bachelor

Strategy Group, Chairperson

USA.

of Science (1975), Honours

of the Board of TENET, a

(1976), and Master of Science

South African NREN, and a

The former CEO of

(1978) from the University

board member and trustee

Sentech (Pty) Ltd, Dr

of Fort Hare, and a Doctor

of various educational trusts.

Mokone-Matabane has

of Philosophy from Oxford

Prof. Nongxa has lectured

extensive experience in

University (1982). He has

in mathematics at the

the broadcasting, film,

served in various leadership

University of Fort Hare,

and telecommunications

positions at WITS and the

the National University

sectors in the USA and

University of the Western

of Lesotho, the former

South Africa. Her experience

Cape (UWC), including

University of Natal, the

while in the USA includes

Dean of Science at UWC

University of the Western

serving as a media

and Deputy Vice-Chancellor

Cape and WITS.

specialist and instructional

and Vice-Chancellor at

Dr Sebiletso Mokone-Matabane

Advocate Thandi Orleyn

Ms Tania Slabbert

technology manager,

WITS, as well as serving

He has also been a visiting

executive producer and

on the councils of these

research scholar at the

manager of a college cable

two institutions and that

Universities of Colorado,

television channel, as well

of the University of Cape

Harvard, Connecticut,

as teaching media courses

Town. Prof. Nongxa has

Hawaii, and Baylor, as well

at tertiary institutions and

served as Chairperson of

as Balliol College at Oxford

serving as a production

the Review Committee

University.

supervisor for public

15

Prof. Loyiso Nongxa

Ms Yvonne Themba
Ms Rhulani Baloyi
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radio and a commercial

is a human rights lawyer

an LLM degree from WITS.

holds a BA and an MBA

executive management

A-School Foundation (AAS)

television station. In South

and activist whose career

She is presently an admitted

and is a professional coach.

experience, Ms Yvonne

and KTS, Ms Themba is also

Africa, she has worked as

of over 35 years spans the

advocate, shareholder

She is a member of the

Themba is a solutions-

a board member of Pan

the co-chairperson of the

roles of attorney, mediator,

and executive director of

Institute of Directors (SA),

based strategist who

African Resources (PAR),

Independent Broadcasting

arbitrator, facilitator, dispute

Peotona Group Holdings,

the International Coaching

transforms organisations

a sustainable, safe, high-

Authority and project

resolution practitioner,

a trustee of various Trusts,

Federation and the South

through tailoring change

margin and long-life mid-

manager of the Tertiary

public speaker, executive

most notably the Chair of

African Venture Capital

management programmes

tier gold producer in South

Education Programme

manager and director of

the Legal Resources Trust

Association.

and continuous

Africa.

Support.

companies. In her career,

and Zenex Foundation, and

she has been involved in

is the director of a number

Additionally, she has

both public and private

of listed and unlisted boards

also acted as an advisory

sector assignments.

including Toyota South

member of the National
Research & Technology

Advocate Orleyn has

Foresight Project, has

participated in a number

participated in the

of high-profile litigations

development of the South

that have positively

African broadcasting

impacted the human and

and telecommunications

improvement initiatives
Ms Rhulani Baloyi

that align with company

Further to this, she

requirements, compliance

also serves on the sub-

Ms Rhulani Baloyi is an

and long-term business

committees of the

Africa, and is chairman of

award-winning journalist

goals.

abovementioned boards,

bpSA and Implats Ltd.

and TV presenter, and

with a special emphasis on

currently works as an editor

Ms Themba is currently

chairing the Remuneration

at SABC Radio News.

the Chief People Officer at

Committees (PAR & CRF),

She has previously hosted

McDonald’s South Africa.

and is a member of the

Ms Slabbert is an

talk shows on both TV

Prior to this, she was the

Ethics Committee (PAR)

constitutional rights of the

investment professional

and radio, and is a former

managing director of

and the Finance Committee

policies and regulations,

people of South Africa. One

with over 20 years’

internal communications

her own HR consultancy,

(AAS).

and was a member of the

such example is the case

experience as a

manager for the first

Themba Infrastructure

Ministerial ICT Advisory

in which the judgement

businesswoman and as a

National Lottery Operator,

Projects (TIP). Established

In November 2021, Ms

Council and Presidential

of the Constitutional Court

non-executive director on

Uthingo Management.

in 2016, this fully female-

Themba became a

National Commission on

declared the death penalty

various listed and unlisted

owned business has

Chartered Director SA (CD

Information Society and

unconstitutional in South

companies and not-for-

She holds a Bachelor of

managed HR strategy

(SA)), accredited by the

Development. She has also

Africa. Advocate Orleyn has

profit organisations. She is

Arts degree and a Higher

development, work culture

Institute of Directors SA

served as deputy chairman

adjudicated several major

the co-founder and former

Education Diploma from

embedding, retrenchment

(IoDSA). She holds a BA (SS)

of the UNISA Council.

competition/anti-trust law

CEO of WDB Investment

WITS. Ms Baloyi is also a

outplacements solutions

in Economics & Accounting

Dr Mokone-Matabane

cases, has mediated labour

Holdings. Ms Slabbert

Casual Day Ambassador

and board management

from the University of

was appointed as a non-

disputes of significant

serves as a non-executive

and serves on the board of

projects for the Shanduka

Botswana, and an MBA from

executive director to the

economic impact and has

director on the boards of

the SA Mobility for the Blind

Group, Phembani Group,

WITS Business School.

board of bpSA (Pty) Ltd and

conducted various high-

WDB Investment Holdings

Trust.

Pfortner Solutions and Black

currently chairs its Social,

profile investigations and

and Caxton. Her previous

Ethics and Transformation

commissions of inquiry.

directorships include

Committee.
Advocate Thandi Orleyn
Advocate Thandi Orleyn
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Ms Tania Slabbert

Umbrellas. Currently the
Ms Yvonne Themba

Bidvest, Discovery, bpSA,

trustee of Mabindu Business
Development Trust (MBDT)

She holds a B Juris degree

Rennies Travel, Paracon,

An accomplished

and the Cyril Ramaphosa

from the University of

National Small Business

human resources and

Foundation (CRF) and a

Fort Hare, B Proc and LLB

Development Council and

talent management

number of its implementing

degrees from UNISA and

the Lilliesleaf Trust. She

professional with 15 years’

entities such as the Adopt-
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Meet the team behind the
Energy Mobility Education Trust

Nolubabalo Mokoena

19

Vuyo Mwase

“

ENERGY MOBILITY EDUCATION TRUST ANNUAL REPORT

Education is the great engine
of development.
NELSON MANDELA

Ntandokazi Nodada
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Meet the team behind the
Energy Mobility Education Trust
both CEO and Principal

in May 2021 as Business

events that focus on

Business Science. She

Consultant at her own

Services and Operations

entrepreneurship

has also completed the

strategy consultancy

Manager. She is a seasoned

development, innovations in

Management Development

firm, Phronimos Advisory.

professional accountant

the healthcare sector,

Programme at the

As Executive Head, she

registered with SAIPA,

and social impact,

University of Pretoria.

established and led the

and holds a Postgraduate

Ntandokazi strongly

PPS Foundation, which

Diploma in Business

believes that teaching

offered holistic graduate

Management obtained

young people how to

development and

through MANCOSA, as

develop their business skills

scholarship programmes

well as a BCom degree in

will help reduce poverty

in higher education, as

Management Accounting

well as the PPS Academy, a

from UNISA. Over the course

Vuyo is an accomplished

learning and development

of her career, Nolubabalo

With over 10 years’

With this in mind, she has

executive and general

centre. Vuyo holds a PGDiP

has managed the budgets

experience in local SMME

established a university

manager with over 20 years’

Business Administration

of major grants and projects

development, start-up,

programme to encourage

experience in project and

and is an Executive MBA

designed to improve the

incubation, growth

entrepreneurship, and

management consulting,

graduate from UCT.

well-being of vulnerable

landscape and mentorship,

has served as a mentor

and strategy management

children in under-served

Ntandokazi has served

to university students,

in the financial services

areas.

in key positions at the

helping them position their

SAB Foundation, New

businesses for growth.

Vuyo Mwase

industry. Her consulting

Ntandokazi Nodada

and create jobs necessary
for economic stability.

career spans both public

With extensive experience

Generation Mindset’s

Ntandokazi holds a BSc in

(SARS, NPA, EL IDZ) and

acquired from a number of

Enterprise and Supplier

Molecular Biology from the

private sectors (FNB

roles within an international

Development Programme,

University of Cape Town,

Commercial, Stanbic) and

non-governmental

The National Gazelles

and Entrepreneurship

she has played a trusted

organisation, Nolubabalo

Programme for Mtiya

Postgraduate Diplomas

advisory role for executives

brings her discipline,

Dynamics, the Climate

from Rhodes University and

in retail, finance, operations

integrity, technical

Innovation Centre at The

the University of Pretoria.

and HR at Liberty, Alexander

capabilities, managerial,

Innovation Hub and the

Her commitment to social

personal and leadership

Mamelodi Business Clinic at

impact is supported by a

skills to the Trust, as well as

the University of Pretoria.

Social Entrepreneurship

Forbes and PPS.

Nolubabalo Mokoena

Before joining the Energy

Nolubabalo Mokoena

her passion for community

Having presented at both

Programme Certificate,

Mobility Education Trust,

joined the Energy

development.

local and international

which she completed at

Vuyo held the roles of

Mobility Education Trust

conferences and industry

the Gordon Institute of

21
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THE CEO’S REPORT – MS VUYO MWASE

Turning small actions into big
achievements
2021 marks a significant milestone in
the life of the Energy Mobility
Education Trust. Not only are we
celebrating our seventh anniversary,
but we’re also celebrating all the
rich stories that have filled those
seven years – stories of growth,
development, achievement, success
and overcoming challenges. It’s for

this reason that we are using our
inaugural annual report to share
these stories with our community,
and to celebrate our beneficiaries,
our scholars, our learners, and all
the young people that we work with
across our various education and skills
development programmes.

VIDEO
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Turning small actions into big
achievements
Since its inception, the Trust

completed their degrees

software engineers, maths

themselves through

manage the transition, by

has had one primary mission

with qualifications in fields

and science teachers

continued employment.

providing our university

in mind – to facilitate access

such as actuarial science,

and accountants – an

Of course, while we were

students with free data for

and what we stand for, with

to quality education for

metallurgical engineering

achievement of which we

fortunate enough to have

their online classes.

a brand identity that allows

young black South Africans,

and chartered accountancy,

are all extremely proud.

had many successes

most notably those from

while our 9 postgraduate

disadvantaged backgrounds

honours students all

and communities. Our belief

us to communicate our

over the past year, we

As a Trust, we were

ideals and aspirations in a

Another area of focus for us

experienced a number of

impacted as well, with our

meaningful, authentic way.

achieved excellent results in

has been our youth skills

challenges as well, most

new appointees, myself

It also allows us to explore

is that if we are to contribute

the fields of mathematical

development programme

notably the negative

included, having been

collaborations beyond our

to reducing the scourge

sciences, statistics, and

– an initiative designed to

effects of Covid-19. With

interviewed and on-boarded

sponsor, giving us the ability

of inequality and poverty,

computer science.

reduce the unemployment

people in our communities

via online platforms, only

to seek out partnerships

rate amongst young people.

losing loved ones, jobs and

meeting face-to-face for

with government, other

education is by far the most
effective tool we can use to

With regards to our high

Over the past year we have

businesses to the pandemic,

the first time much later

corporates, NPOs, trusts and

do so. By making quality

school programme which

supported approximately

having our young people

in the year. Mercifully we

grant-makers.

education and skills develop-

forms the pipeline for our

100 learners from

exposed to such a tragedy

were able to work through

ment available to those from

scholarship programme,

Lebotlwane in the North

affected them on both a

the challenging conditions

That said, we are eternally

under-served areas, we will

the past year has seen

West province in studying

personal and an academic

together, and build and

grateful for the support,

ultimately enable our youth

more than 800 high school

for certifications in IT, coding

level.

maintain our relationships

the opportunity, and the

to participate meaningfully

learners supported through

and programming courses,

for the good of the Trust.

platform that bpSA has

in the mainstream economy,

supplementary school

with a view to securing

While some institutions

Now that regulations

given us in making a

and change their lives irrevo-

studies in maths, science

them job opportunities

were able to adopt a hybrid

have relaxed, we are able

difference in the lives of

cably.

and English. Since 2014, our

through our YES initiative.

model of both face-to-face

to refocus on one of our

young people, and while

high school programme has

Equally, our People with

and online teaching, not all

most important goals to

we work towards becoming

The past year has been a

enabled more than 2 000

Disabilities programme is

schools were able to make

date – our rebranding as an

an independent Trust,

testament to the amazing

high school learners from

designed to help young

the transition, particularly

independent Trust. While

we will always maintain a

resilience and perseverance

Limpopo, Mpumalanga and

people with disabilities

those in rural and under-

we value our association

dynamic relationship with

of our beneficiaries. All 20 of

Gauteng to successfully

to develop skills that will

resourced areas. For our

with bpSA, our rebranding

our founding sponsor. We

our final year students from

complete their studies

enable them to gain their

part, we did what we could

gives us the opportunity to

continue to enjoy incredible

our scholarship programme

and go on to become

independence, and support

to help our beneficiaries

articulate clearly who we are

support from the CEO,

25

=

HIGH SCHOOL LEARNERS

SUPPLEMENTARY MATHS, SCIENCE, ENGLISH

SINCE

2021

800

2014

= 2 000

HIGH SCHOOL LEARNERS
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THE CEO’S REPORT – MS VUYO MWASE

Turning small actions into big
achievements

and support. I would

become intentional about

like to acknowledge my

developing skills for a world

predecessor, the founding

of renewable energy and

CEO of the Trust, Mr

net-zero emissions, and to

Motukuane Mokoena,

offer our young people the

for being a repository of

knowledge and advice they

wisdom and guidance in the

need to succeed in the clean

early days of our arrival as

energy environment.

a new team. His generosity
Ms Taelo Mojapelo, whose
passion for education
inspires us to make an even
bigger impact.
I would also like to thank

attention to is the small

and I wish him well in his

actions, the finer details,

retirement.

the little steps we can take
to shape and mould our

well of institutional memory

events are what lead to

from which to draw. Having

major achievements.

been involved with the

Rather than focusing on

Trust from its conception,

grand accomplishments,

his insights and personal

our aim is to identify,

commitment to the work

nurture, and develop talent

of the Trust have helped

and potential, and help it

to inspire fresh ideas for

flourish. Because for us, the

taking the Trust to new

joy of great outcomes lies in

heights over the next three

the multiplier effect of the

to five years. As for what the

investments we make today

ways.

future holds for the Trust,

– the time, effort, patience,

in the short to medium-

love and care we exhibit,

Equally, our programme

term I see us playing a far

that ultimately will change

more significant role in

the trajectory of our young

understanding the changes

people’s lives forever. This is

that the energy sector

our vision for the Trust and

is undergoing, and how

the audacious goal that we

education intersects with

aspire to fulfil every day.

have been remarkable in
driving our projects through
the most challenging
of circumstances. Their
passion, their energy and
their unfailing patience have
allowed the Trust not merely

27

process were invaluable

day by day, these minor

the staff of the Trust, who

IT Essentials

want us as a Trust to pay

CFO of bpSA was himself a

guidance and direction, and

trained in Cisco

throughout the handover

young people – because

their invaluable strategic

LEARNERS

In the long-term, what I

Mr Jabu Ndlovu, the former

our board of directors for

2021
= 100

and hand-holding

to survive, but to thrive, in
the most miraculous of

partners have also played
a vital role in the Trust’s
success, and none of the
work that we do would
be possible without their
continued involvement

this. I would like for us to
28
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A BRIEF HISTORY – MR JABU NDLOVU, FORMER CFO bpSA

Small steps, endless possibilities
The history of the Energy Mobility
Education Trust is almost ten years
in the making, and it’s one in which
I’m proud to have played even a small
role. When I look back on it now, I’m

thankful to those who worked so hard
to bring the vision of the Trust to light,
and for the wealth of opportunities
that it offers to our youth today.

VIDEO
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A BRIEF HISTORY – MR JABU NDLOVU, FORMER CFO bpSA

Small steps, endless possibilities
bpSA has always had

R105 million towards the

sponsors, and partly to

opportunities in order to make

country as a whole. When

an interest in making a

programme for 5 years.

demonstrate bpSA’s vision

a success of myself. And that’s

luck, opportunity and hard

for the Trust as a vehicle for

what I want our beneficiaries

work meet, the possibilities
are limitless.

meaningful contribution
towards education and skills

From the Trust’s early days,

education, sustainability

to understand – that each

development, which is why

the intention was always that

and change, rather than as a

step along their journey is one

when changes were made

it should be an independent

competitive advantage.

that brings them closer to

to the B-BBEE Act in 2013,

organisation, however bpSA

we saw an opportunity to

recognised that it would

“My personal belief is that

that should never be taken for

strengthen our commitment

need considerable support,

education is an investment in

granted.

to empowerment by means

particularly from a financial

one’s self that no one can ever

of a B-BBEE investment

perspective, in order to

take away. In fact, I myself am

Above all, what I believe

partner and a broad-

achieve this ultimate goal.

a product of a programme

the Trust is succeeding

based ownership scheme.

To facilitate its move towards

very similar to the one run

in demonstrating is that

Originally known as the

independence, out of the

by the Trust. A scholarship

limitations often have nothing

bpSA Education Foundation

6 trustees appointed only

programme was run in the

to do with the colour of

Trust, the ownership scheme

2 were employed by bpSA,

80s, giving maths and science

your skin – they have to do

together with the B-BBEE

with the agreement that the

matriculants the opportunity

with opportunity. Having

investor was collectively sold

Trust’s chairperson would

to study engineering at

the right funding and the

25% of bpSA in November

always be an independent

university, and if I had not

right platform levels the

2014, with 20% being sold to

appointment. In fact today,

been given that opportunity,

playing field, and I’ve seen

the investor, and 5% to the

bpSA has only 1 trustee on the

I would not be where I am

this in action, through our

Trust. This is effectively how

board, with the remaining 5

today.”

students who are performing

the organisation we know

all independent trustees.

today as the Energy Mobility

their ultimate goal, and one

at the highest level. They are
It’s this sense of opportunity

showing South Africa what is

In 2019, bpSA gave up its

that I think is most crucial, and

possible in spite of adversity,

main rights to the Trust,

can often be overlooked on the

and they are showing what

To operationalise the Trust,

which allowed the Trust to

path to success. Yes, I received

our country is missing. That’s

bpSA transferred its CSI

move away from the name

a scholarship that allowed me

why education and skills

portfolio together with a

bpSA and begin to carve out

to attend a good university and

development is so important

back-to-back agreement with

an identity of its own. This

gain an engineering degree,

for South Africa, as it opens

WITS, known as the WITS

decision was made partly

which in turn enabled me to

up a pool of trained, qualified

Targeting Talent Programme

to further the Trust’s move

advance through my career at

graduates who can do

(or TTP) whereby bpSA had

towards independence and

bpSA, but I had to capitalise on

great things for themselves,

committed to sponsoring

collaboration with other

each and every one of those

their communities, and our

Education Trust was formed.
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Our high school programmes

The Trust is committed to breaking
the poverty cycle in South Africa,
and it is our belief in the power of
education to do so that drives our
high school programmes. Giving

learners the opportunity to engage
with these programmes vastly
improves their chances of gaining
university admission, and pursuing a
formal qualification.

Targeting Grade 10 to

science and English over

mentors, the Trust’s high

12 learners, the Trust’s

holiday and weekend

school programmes are the

high school programmes

classes. Led by experienced,

first step along the journey

supplement the traditional

dedicated subject-specialist

to a university degree, career

school curriculum with a

teachers, and supported

fulfilment, and personal and

targeted focus on maths,

by qualified assistants and

professional success.

SCHO L
35
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Targeting Talent Programme

The great Maya Angelou once said,
“I believe that every person is born
with talent.” While this is undoubtedly
true, it takes more than raw talent to
succeed – it takes hard work, support,

encouragement and consistency,
investing in the journey every day
and step by step walking the path to
achievement and success.

This is the philosophy

learners are prepared

Recognising the potential of

behind the Targeting Talent

academically, socially and

the TTP and the significant

Programme (TTP),

psychologically by means

impact of its commitment

an initiative launched

of an intensive programme

to education and skills

by WITS University’s

taking place over Grade 10

development, the Energy

Student Equity and Talent

to 12 school holidays.

Mobility Education Trust

Management Unit (SETMU)

began its partnership with

in 2007 as a means of

In its first year, the TTP

the TTP in 2013, and has

facilitating access to

successfully welcomed

independently funded

educational opportunities

a cohort of 267 Grade 10

learners in the programme

for previously disadvantaged

learners and 46 of their

ever since, with striking

young people. In order

educators from 41 schools

results.

to give those with strong

across three provinces,

academic potential the best

namely Gauteng, Limpopo

possible chance of success,

and Mpumalanga.
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12 COHORTS FUNDED
SINCE 2014

1 328

HIGHEST QUALIFICATION

UNDERGRADUATE
QUALIFICATION

131

POSTGRADUATE
QUALIFICATION

33

PREFERRED INSTITUTIONS OF STUDY

41%

15%

7%

PREFERRED FACULTIES OF STUDY

22%

19%

19%

SCIENCE

HEALTH
SCIENCES

ENGINEERING

17%

6%

COMMERCE

HUMANITIES

POPULAR WORK DESTINATIONS

6%
39

4%

4%
40
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Targeting Talent Programme

With the advent of the

needed in subjects such as

their chances of success in a

Covid-19 pandemic in

mathematics and physical

tertiary environment.

2020 and the subsequent

sciences, particularly for

challenges that lockdown

Grade 12 learners, given the

presented, TTP moved

A few words from our TTP
beneficiaries
Maxine Ryan

experience I had exceeded
Thank you TTP, I appreciate

those expectations.

The Targeting Talent

and acknowledge all the

In overcoming these

Programme focuses on

work you have done to

Before coming to TTP, I was

importance of these subjects

challenges and adapting its

talented learners who can

make this programme

unsure about what I wanted

its instruction online,

for university entrance.

approach for the future, the

help our generation in the

possible for us, and we are

in life, but I have now moved

instituting the TTP remote

The online programme

TTP is continuing to move

future. These methods have

forever grateful for that.

out of my comfort zone. My

emergency online teaching

also included selected

forward, changing the lives of

had a great impact on me

The best way to express our

confidence has skyrocketed,

intervention. Developed in

enrichment subject areas

young people by recognising

and I will take the skills that

gratitude is for us to make

and my attitude has

response to the pandemic,

for learners, geared to

potential, targeting talent,

I have learned to use in

the best out of what has

changed. I went from being

the online programme gave

enhance their well-being,

and inspiring lasting success.

future.

been taught throughout our

very shy to finding it very

learners the support they

their university readiness and

sessions. Always work hard,

easy to express myself and

work fast, and work to learn.

share my opinions freely.

One valuable lesson I
learned at TTP is that there
is never enough time, so

I have learned not to
Tshilidzi Khomola

always use your time wisely

41

limit myself but to
take responsibility, to

and productively. Always

In the words of Oliver

acknowledge my privileges,

stay focused on your goal

Wendell Holmes Jr, “A mind

one of which is being a part

and stay motivated and

that is stretched by a new

of the TTP, and to learn how

you’ll succeed in no time.

experience can never go

to [assist] those who are not

Remember that failure is

back to its old dimensions.”

as fortunate as I am. I thank

also a form of learning; if

My TTP experience began

my fellow TTP learners for

you fail, learn from your

in 2017 when I was only a

sharing this experience with

mistakes. Personally, this

Grade 10 learner. I arrived at

me and for proving to me

programme has made me

the very first contact session

that teamwork does indeed

think outside the box and

with expectations of what

make [the] dream work.

work harder.

TTP would be like, but the

42
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A few words from our TTP
beneficiaries
Lenox Baloyi

they also encouraged and
motivated us to achieve our

When I first arrived at WITS,

goals no matter what the

I was nervous because it

circumstances.

was my first time in such an
environment. I was amazed

TTP has boosted my self-

by the love and the unity

confidence, and the whole

between different groups. It

experience has been

was an amazing experience.

fantastic. With the growth
and development that I

During lectures, I was

am gaining from being

surprised that such

part of TTP, I too can help

knowledgeable people,

learners from my school.

some of whom were doing

My experience has been

their PhDs, were teaching

great. TTP has been a great

us. I loved the lecturers

opportunity for me and I

because when they were

am willing to make use of it.

teaching, they not only

Thank you TTP!

taught us academics,

43
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Targeting Talent
Programme Graduates
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The function of education is to teach
one to think intensively and to think
critically. Intelligence plus character that is the goal of education.

Sibusisiwe Fikeni

45

Joyce Mohuba

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.

Ingrith Makhubedu
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Our high school programmes

Rhodes University Nine

part due to dysfunctional

contemporary South Africa.

for local schools, the rapid

Guided by Rhodes

Tenths

schooling, with most

In an effort to combat this

success of which now

University student

township schools unable

growing trend and improve

underpins the programme.

volunteers, the aim of the

Named for the saying,

to function as effective

the quality of education

“Nine-tenths of education is

educational institutions.

in the region, Rhodes

encouragement”, the Nine

School leadership is often

University has partnered

Tenths Matric Mentoring

not adequately supported

with a local NGO, GADRA

programme mentors Grade

by district department

Education, forming a

12 high school learners in

officials, which leads

model that recruits senior

240

mentoring programme is

Grahamstown/Makhanda,

to poor management,

student mentors from the

University.

helping to not only support

and ineffective and

university and pairs them

BENEFICIARIES

them academically

inadequate teaching. This

with selected learners from

through high school but to

in turn leads to significant

various high schools in

Having seen the Nine

programme, the number of

ultimately prepare them for

underperformance on

Makhanda.

Tenths programme as a

learners from disadvantaged

university entrance.

the part of learners, which

new opportunity to help

schools being accepted

Home to some of the

ultimately leaves them

Officially launched in

alleviate the education crisis,

at tertiary institutions has

lowest pass rates and

with few opportunities or

2016, Nine Tenths has

the Trust formally began

increased from 10 in 2011

highest drop-out rates,

prospects.

since established itself

its partnership with the

to approximately 100 in

as a flagship mentoring

initiative in 2020, and has

2021. What a statistic like

the Eastern Cape is a

GRADE 12

to help Grade 12 learners
attain the academic results
they need to enable them
to successfully apply for
tertiary study at Rhodes

Since the inception of the

particular concern when it

The consequences of the

programme, targeting

since donated more than

this proves is just how

comes to education for the

region’s dysfunctional

Grade 12 learners with the

R600 000 to the cause in

significantly a programme

historically disadvantaged.

schooling are dire, resulting

aim of improving their

that time.

like Nine Tenths can help

With the Eastern Cape

in learner drop-out before

marks in order to increase

currently one of the worst

Grade 12, failing Grade

their chances of attaining

In 2021, in collaboration

sector, addressing the

performing education

12, or obtaining weak

university entrance.

with the Trust, Nine Tenths

challenges of the past

provinces in South Africa,

National Senior Certificate

worked with approximately

while helping learners to

unemployment rates,

(NSC) results. Those who

Thanks to the partnership

240 Grade 12 beneficiaries

make a meaningful, lasting

particularly among young

find themselves in these

between Rhodes University

(120 of which were funded

contribution to our society.

adults, are on the rise.

situations invariably join the

and GADRA Education, the

by the Trust) in four partner

ranks of the unemployed,

city’s oldest education NGO,

schools in Makhanda,

The starkly unequal access

contributing to one of

Nine Tenths has helped to

namely Mary Waters, Ntsika,

to quality education in

the most serious socio-

collectively shape and work

Nombulelo and Khutliso

Makhanda is in large

economic problems facing

on strategic interventions

Daniels.
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to transform the education
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Highlights of 2021

NINE TENTHS SCHOOLS CONTRIBUTED TO

167 (91%)
OF THE CITY’S BACHELOR PASSES

49

National
pass rate

Eastern Cape
pass rate

Makhanda
pass rate

Bachelor
pass rate

76%

73%

77%

91%
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A few words from those impacted
by Nine Tenths
Teacher: Ms M.O. Duiker,

Mentor: Daniel Roodt,

Matric school student. I

Nine Tenths liaison

Student Leader, Ntsika

matriculated in 2019, and

teacher at Mary Waters

Secondary School

my journey so far has been

High School

influenced by a number of
Being a student leader is an

individuals.

The programme is

entirely different experience.

extremely beneficial to our

Beyond continuing my

One of the most important

school and our learners

development as a mentor,

of these is my mentor from

as future leaders of our

it has helped me improve

Grade 12. Thanks to her help,

country. It has opened

my time management and

I was accepted into one of

doors to our struggling

organisational skills.

the most successful nursing

and disadvantaged

schools! I am now on the

learners, motivating them

I am glad that I decided

giving end of the spectrum

despite their challenges

to join the Nine Tenths

as a mentor.

and inspiring them to

programme. It has helped

achieve their future goals

me learn so much, both in

I count myself lucky to still

successfully.

my personal development

be a part of the Nine Tenths

and in how I see the

programme, because now

The quality of our Matric

world, and it has been an

I can pass forward the

results has improved

invaluable opportunity.

guidance that has been

immensely, all thanks to
the programme and the

shared with me. I am
Beneficiary: Crystal Felix

dedication and knowledge

truly appreciative of my
experience with the Nine

of those behind the

I am currently a first year

Tenths programme and

initiative. We at Mary Waters

Bachelor of Arts student at

cannot wait to see where it

are proud to be associated

Rhodes University, majoring

takes me!

with them, and the Nine

in psychology and sociology.

Tenths programme.

I am also a former GADRA
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Our high school programmes

Stellenbosch

U-Prep aims to prepare

study, U-Prep’s educational

University U-Prep

and support gifted learners

experiences are intentionally

from disadvantaged

designed to achieve specific

"Before anything else,

communities for university

outcomes, such as:

preparation is the key to

admission, by improving

success." Although a quote

their educational experience

from the famous inventor

through quality support.

•

Improved academic
performance in 		

Alexander Graham Bell, it’s

maths and science in

also the founding principle

With a focus on integrated

the National Senior

of the U-Prep programme

supplementary tuition

Certificate (NSC).

– a university preparation

throughout the year,

programme specifically

U-Prep offers tuition in

designed to support

mathematics and physical

to science, technology,

learners as they bridge the

sciences. Through its

engineering and

gap between high school

partnership with U-Prep,

mathematics (STEM)

and tertiary studies.

the Trust is able to support

based degree 		

the mainstream national

programmes, and the

An initiative formed by the

school curriculum through

subsequent building

Stellenbosch University

an additional focus on

of a sustainable pool

Centre for Pedagogy

career and foundational

of qualified STEM 		

(SUNCEP) and the Energy

assistance, giving learners

graduates.

Mobility Education Trust,

the opportunity to make

U-Prep was launched

informed programme and

in 2021 as a focused first

career choices, as well as

of school leavers 		

opportunity university

processing university and

who are prepared for

preparation programme.

bursary applications.

higher education, with

Targeting learners from the

•

•

Mainstream access

Qualified cohorts 		

an enhanced 		

Eastern Cape, KwaZulu-

In order to prepare learners

understanding of the

Natal and the Free State,

for the demands of tertiary

value of maths and

53

science in improving

has facilitated a shift in

approach is now more

their career 		

learning techniques, with an

pressing than ever. Thanks

opportunities.

unprecedented migration

to the shared commitment

to online learning both

and aligned objectives of

Since its launch, the impact

locally and globally, rural

SUNCEP and the Trust,

of the U-Prep programme

communities are further

U-Prep will continue in

has been profound.

disadvantaged due to the

its mission to support

While the learners’

challenges presented by

university preparation for

achievements are to be

e-learning. With this in

the benefit of gifted young

commended, the success

mind, U-Prep will continue

minds and their futures – an

of the partnership rests

to work towards removing

endeavour truly inspiring to

equally on the shared vision

these barriers to access,

us all.

between SUNCEP and

helping to deliver a post-

the Trust – one focused

pandemic programme

on the development

that goes beyond

and implementation of

traditional blended learning

supplementary education

practices. This further

strategies, an understanding

development extends

of the contextual challenges,

to the foundational and

and an approach of mutual

career support elements of

trust. The early successes

the programme, and will

of the U-Prep programme

enable U-Prep learners to

are testament to what

benefit from the full value

can be achieved when a

of an integrated e-learning

partnership is founded on

strategy. The amended

these principles.

U-Prep programme has
an urgent relevance in the

Although the nature of

post-pandemic space, and

the Covid-19 pandemic

the shift in educational
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Highlights of 2021

FREE STATE
47 Grade 11
51 Grade 12

290

*

47% female

53% male

PROVINCIAL AVERAGE NSC RESULTS

140 Grade 11
150 Grade 12

3 PROVINCES

Learners participated using the
U-PREP Smart Class LMS

Physical Sciences

NATIONAL AVERAGE NSC RESULTS:

80.3%
79.9%

78.7%

Mathematics

Physical Sciences

45 Grade 11
47 Grade 12

45% male
Mathematics

78.3%

EASTERN CAPE 92 U-Prep learners

55% female

55

98 U-Prep learners

Mathematics

62% female

38% male

PROVINCIAL AVERAGE NSC RESULTS

77.8%

77.3%

Mathematics

Physical Sciences

KWAZULU-NATAL 100 U-Prep learners
48 Grade 11
52 Grade 12

55% female

45% male

PROVINCIAL AVERAGE NSC RESULTS

84.9%

83.3%

Mathematics

Physical Sciences

> 90% OF U-PREP CLASS OF 2021
registered for STEM-based courses at HEIs in 2022

Physical
Sciences
Statistics provided by U-Prep, May 2022. *Total intake for 2021 = 300, with 290 completing the year.
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A few words from our U-Prep
beneficiaries
Tumelo Mbele, Grade 11,

the fact that we need to

have been academically

assisted me in various areas

could not, which was a

Lephola Secondary School,

not only rely on what we

challenging, but extremely

of study, which has greatly

game-changer for me. The

FS

are taught at school, but

productive. I see myself

impacted my academic

programme also showed

to find other sources of

as more of a critical

results.

me that I have the potential

The pressure of the U-Prep

information for learning as

thinker now. I can dissect

programme is real! I

well. I have also noticed a

questions and analyse

Phila Lungani Mbuyisa,

sometimes feel a little

huge improvement in my

information because of

Grade 12 (2021),

To the U-Prep class of

overwhelmed, but the

understanding of maths

the tools provided by the

Nsalamanga High School,

2022, 100% in mathematics

results are fulfilling. The

and physics, which directly

programme.

KZN

and physical sciences is

programme provides a

contributes to much better

Maths NSC: 100%, Physical

possible, but you need to

greater understanding of

marks.

Sabera Ramjoo, Grade 12,

Sciences NSC: 100%,

be committed. Integrate

Port Shepstone Secondary

MBChB, UKZN (2022)

all the resources offered by

concepts, and it plays a vital
role in my studies. I love it!

Karabo Rampai, Grade 12,

to earn really good grades.

School, KZN

Reutlwahetse Secondary

the programme, plan wisely
U-Prep contributed

and you will achieve what

It was an exceptionally

immensely to my

you always thought was

motivating journey being

academic success in 2021 in

impossible, or was destined

My way of thinking and

part of the programme. The

mathematics and physical

for only certain people.

U-Prep has taught me

approaching problems is

last two years have been

sciences. The programme

Nothing is impossible, and

the importance of taking

continuously shaped by the

a rollercoaster due to the

offered us study materials,

you are more than capable!

responsibility for my

programme. The last two

pandemic, however being

resources and focused

education. It emphasises

years on the programme

part of U-Prep has really

tuition that our schools

Oyena Kwazayo, Grade 11,

School, FS

Sanctor High School, EC
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Our high school programmes

Star Schools

Grade 10, 11 and 12 learners

As a registered service

private sponsors to raise

for learners to improve their

particularly within the STEM

from under-resourced

provider to the Department

learner achievement and

marks and gain university

fields. The Trust is proud

In 2020, the Energy

schools across South Africa,

of Basic Education, Star

educational outcomes.

admission.

to be associated with Star

Mobility Education Trust

and is designed to help

Schools works in close

began its partnership

them achieve their potential

collaboration with the

Star Schools facilitates

Thanks to the Incubator

Programme, and looks

with Star Schools – an

in their final matriculation

department, with all of its

meaningful participation

Programme, learners

forward to continuing its

educational services

examinations and thus gain

materials and programmes

by educators, learners

are given access to high

partnership for the benefit

provider with a proven track

entry to higher education

developed in line with the

and parents to ensure the

quality educational

of our young people, and

record of success in the

within the STEM (science,

national curriculum, and

delivery of a successful

materials and instruction

the bright future they so

supplementary education

technology, engineering

tailored to meet the specific

teaching and learning

in English, mathematics

richly deserve.

field, offering tuition and

and mathematics) fields.

needs of South African high

experience. This is delivered

and physical sciences, thus

educational materials to

Over the past four years,

school learners. Additionally,

through its innovative

enabling them to pass

selected learners.

the programme has been

Star Schools also works in

Incubator Programme –

their examinations at levels

The Star Schools

extended to mathematics in

partnership with schools,

an initiative designed to

that will allow them to

programme focuses on

Grade 8 and 9 as well.

districts, and public and

increase the opportunity

pursue tertiary education,

2020
female

122

59

2021

Grades 10 & 11

male

78

=

Schools and the Incubator

total

200

female

243

Grades 10, 11 & 12

male

161

=

total

404
60
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“

Education is the premise of progress,
in every society, in every family.
Kofi Annan
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Our scholarships
The Trust takes pride in walking a
long journey with its learners. Those
who are nurtured and supported
through the Trust’s high school
programmes become eligible to apply

for Energy Mobility Education Trust
scholarships as soon as they secure a
place at the partner university of their
choice, in a supported field of study.

The Energy Mobility

the University of the

in these areas, as well as

Education Trust scholarship

Witwatersrand (WITS), the

English, in order to improve

is highly sought-after as

University of Johannesburg

their chances of gaining

it goes beyond providing

(UJ), the University of

university admission.

financial assistance, offering

Pretoria (UP) and the

As such, scholarships

holistic student support,

University of Fort Hare. All

are offered for students

including career and

of the Trust’s scholarship

in the commerce and

psychosocial development.

recipients have historically

STEM disciplines, such

It covers tuition,

come from its high school

as science, engineering

accommodation, meals,

programmes, most notably

(chemical, mechanical and

a stipend and learning

the Targeting Talent

technical), technology and

resources (textbooks and a

Programme (TTP).

mathematical sciences.

Supported fields of study

Partner universities

The Trust supports

Our current scholarship

The Trust’s current

commerce and STEM

cohort is enrolled at WITS,

scholarship partner

disciplines and encourages

UJ, UP, and the University of

universities include

high school learners to excel

Fort Hare.

laptop) to enable students
to study online and improve
their research capabilities.
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The University of the

Having partnered with the

of Trust beneficiaries at

Witwatersrand

Trust since its inception,

both undergraduate and

WITS is currently host

postgraduate levels.

to the highest number

WITS

65

female

male

stem

comm

74

56

55

commerce

edu

education

TOTAL

73

2

130

students
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The University of

Similar to its relationship

in their undergraduate

studies, with this additional

Johannesburg

with WITS, the Trust entered

studies. In 2020 and 2021,

programme concluding at

into a partnership with the

the Trust gave additional

the end of 2021.

University of Johannesburg

support to masters’

in order to support students

students pursuing 4IR

UJ

female

male

stem

comm

TOTAL

26

18

18

26

44

67

commerce

students
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and an acknowledgement

mathematics, applied

previously disadvantaged

With an emphasis on

economy, helping to drive

of the vital role that qualified

mathematics, computer

backgrounds, in an effort to

upskilling graduates for

lasting, impactful change.

The Energy Mobility

graduates play in moving

science, statistics and

grow, develop and upskill

successful entry into the

Education Trust has a

our country forward.

applied statistics at the

our youth. Beneficiaries

workplace, the postgraduate

University of Fort Hare.

are selected through a

scholarship programme

The University of Fort Hare

proud relationship with
the University of Fort Hare.

In 2020, the Trust entered

Due to a scarcity of skills

transparent process and

does more than promote

With a shared passion

into an agreement with

in fields such as maths,

are awarded scholarships

education and skills

for education, the bond

the Fort Hare Foundation

science, engineering

based on merit. To date, a

development – it also makes

between the Trust and the

with the primary purpose of

and IT, the postgraduate

total of 16 students have

a meaningful contribution

university is one founded on

funding students pursuing

scholarships are offered to

been funded through the

towards the transformation

excellence, empowerment,

postgraduate studies in

young black students from

initiative.

of the South African

UFH

female

male

stem

TOTAL

8

8

16

16

69

students
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TESTIM NIALS
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Testimonials
A few words from our scholarship programme beneficiaries.

Ongeziwe Maqhubela

Asekho Fuba – Bachelor of

of my greatest dreams. You

through it I managed to

– Bachelor of Science

Science (Honours degree

have inspired me in many

complete my BSc Honours

(Honours degree in

in Computer Science) UFH

ways, one of which is to give

degree in Applied Statistics,

back to the community

debt-free. I am currently

Being a computer scientist

through scholarships when I

studying for my Masters of

I am because you are! Today

has always been my dream

am able to in the future.

Science in Applied Statistics,

I hold an Honours in Applied

in life, and the financial

Mathematics. I am writing

support I received from

Sandisiwe Cekwana

employment, and hoping to

to thank you for the bursary

the Trust turned that into

– Bachelor of Science

find something soon. Thank

I received from you in 2021.

a reality. Sponsoring my

(Honours degree in

you so much. I guarantee

honours degree in 2021

Applied Statistics) UFH

you that I will give back to

Applied Mathematics) UFH

and I am also looking for

My education has always

made it easier for me to

been of the utmost

spend more time on my

I am sincerely honoured

importance to me, and to

studies, and it has put me

to have been selected as

be rewarded in this way was

on a path to greatness.

a recipient of the Energy

very humbling.

others someday.

Mobility Education Trust
What stands out for me is

bursary. Having the

I will forever be grateful for

the respect with which I was

necessary financial support

the gift of knowledge you

treated, which is why I am

made it easy for me to focus

gave me, and I cannot thank

so appreciative of the entire

on my studies.

you enough for that. I will

experience. I would like to

strive for success for the rest

say thank you to the team

I am very thankful for

of my life.

for helping me attain one

receiving the bursary, as

73
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Testimonials

Stephanie Aspeling –

easy, but I was always

everyone else who looked

I know my parents would

mentors, a laptop, a stipend

Bachelor of Finance from

given the support and

up to me, including my

have not been able to

and stationery, and was

WITS University

structure I needed to help

community and my own

support me financially

given the opportunity to

me get through, whether

family.

through my undergraduate

take part in team-building

studies, and so I am

exercises and hiking trips

Growing up in Eldorado

academically or emotionally.

Park, a community

I would like to thank the

The Trust came into my

incredibly grateful to the

for my physical and mental

that is overlooked and

entire team and the Trust

life at just the right time,

Trust for allowing me to

health.

underestimated, has always

for making my dreams

and for that I will be forever

complete my degree and

been one of my biggest

come true.

grateful. All the lessons and

realise my dreams.

motivations for success. I

Thanks to the level of
support I received from

wisdom I gained as part of

am driven to exceed my

Tlakale Seloane – Bachelor

the experience will remain

Nelisiwe Gama – Bachelor

the Trust, my time at WITS

expectations and push to

of Science in Engineering

with me for a lifetime. The

of Science (Computer

was far less stressful than

become a better version

(Chemical) from WITS

journey does not end here;

Science) from WITS

that of my peers. Now I’m a

of myself, so that I can

University

in fact it has only started.

University

certified software developer

be an inspiration for the

– a career that wouldn’t have

Thank you for such an

younger generation of my

My sincerest thanks to the

community.

Energy Mobility Education

amazing opportunity.

Living in a tiny township in

been possible without the

Mpumalanga, I had never

help of the Trust. From the

Trust for enabling me to

Nqobile Mkhize – Bachelor

thought about life beyond

bottom of my heart, I thank

In my four years at university

study the degree of my

of Science (Mathematics

high school until I was

the Trust for everything

it became more apparent

choice – it is because of you

of Finance) from WITS

introduced to the TTP.

it has done for me, and I

how truly blessed I was. Not

that I am who I am today.

University

promise to pay it forward in
With their support, I applied

only was I provided with
the financial support that

It was back in 2014

My journey with the Energy

for an Energy Mobility

my family needed for me to

when my journey with

Mobility Education Trust

Education Trust scholarship

attend university, but also

the Trust began, having

began in 2017 when I was

– a small beginning to

the emotional support to

been selected as part

in my first year of university.

something so big and so

grow and develop into the

of the Targeting Talent

I would like to express my

life-changing.

woman I’ve always dreamt

Programme (TTP) while

sincerest gratitude for the

of becoming.

in school. It gave me the

opportunity to have been

I started my first year of

platform to become an

a part of the scholarship

studies, and the support I

These four years of university

inspiration to those who

programme.

received was overwhelming.

have definitely not been

felt discouraged, and to

75

any way I can.

I was provided with tutors,
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People with disabilities

University disability units

As part of its commitment to investing
in education and employment for
people living with disabilities, the Trust
is proud to partner with Tribe Impact
Consulting. In collaboration with The
Living Link NPC, a SETA-accredited
training and employment centre

In keeping with its commitment
to improving the lives of young
people living with disabilities,
the Trust has made contributions

for young adults with intellectual
disabilities, Tribe Impact Consulting
focuses on the successful integration
of these young adults into mainstream
society and employment in the open
labour market.

To date, 12 beneficiaries
have been trained and
accredited, with some
securing employment as
well. Currently another
6 beneficiaries are in the
process of completing their
certification.
Spanning 12 months, the
programme consists of 6
months’ theoretical training
at The Living Link Centres
in Johannesburg and
Cape Town, and 6 months’
experiential job sampling at
various job sampling sites.
Education at the training
centres focuses on the
integration and up-skilling
of intellectually disabled and
learning-challenged young
adults into mainstream
economic activities, while
77

job sampling involves

students rotating between
different departments

towards the disability units
at the University of Johannesburg
and the University of Fort Hare.

University of Johannesburg: The PsyCaD Disability Unit at UJ provides support to people living
with disabilities in the form of:

as an integral part of the

Consultation sessions

workforce.

Assistive devices and technology
Training, assistance and advice regarding assistive devices

Upon the beneficiaries’

Support with bursary applications

successful completion of the

Support with accessible transport

programme, Tribe Impact

Access to study materials in alternative formats, such as braille

Consulting seeks to find

Arrangements and concession applications for exams

permanent employment

Ongoing work with university staff to help support disabled students

for them in the open labour
market.
Through its support of
Tribe Impact Consulting,
the Trust hopes to further
education, development
and employment for those
living with disabilities, giving
them the opportunity to
fulfil their potential, live
their dreams, and make a
meaningful contribution to
their communities.

The Trust is proud to be able to contribute to the disability unit, and to be able to support the
important and necessary work that it does.
University of Fort Hare: In 2021, the Trust made a donation to the University of Fort Hare
Disability Unit in the amount of R434 900. This donation was made for the purposes of funding
specialised equipment for the unit, such as:
Hardware: Enlarged screens and keyboards, special readers and recorders, 			
scanners and laptop computers
Software: Programmes that read, write, employ voice recognition, and translate 		
documents into braille
Laptops, wheelchairs and more
Thanks to the specialised equipment and assistive devices, students living with disabilities will
have the help they need to overcome the various hearing, visual, physical and learning challenges
they face, and complete their studies successfully.
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Youth skills development

Education means more than simply
increasing knowledge – it means
empowerment, confidence, and
the ability to build a better, more
meaningful life. It’s this that ORT SA
is committed to – helping to advance
the growth of young people in South
Africa to enable them to reach their

full potential and contribute to the
economic development of their
communities. In order to achieve
this, ORT SA believes in the value of
Information Technology (IT) and the
power it has in helping young people
to participate in the workforce as
productive citizens.

With a shared vision and a

that literacy, computer skills

In 2021, the programme

strong belief in the same

and higher incomes can

moved to a different

values, the Trust began

have in underdeveloped

area of the North West

its partnership with ORT

communities, the

province, reaching 100

SA in 2019, solidifying the

programme’s focus is on

unemployed youth from

collaboration in 2020 with

providing unemployed

the rural Lebotlwane, within

the launch of the Education

youth with the digital

the Baphuting ba Nawa

Mobility Education Trust and

training they need to thrive

community. To date, 188

ORT SA IT Bridging Course,

in the modern workplace,

youths have been trained

a programme designed to

thus increasing their skill

and certified on Cisco IT

target unemployed youth

sets and their employability.

Essentials, with ORT SA

from rural communities in
the North West province.

subsequently seeking job
First launched in 2020,

placement opportunities for

the programme was an

them in conjunction with

Typically, rural communities

instant success, reaching

the YES initiative.

face significant socio-

88 unemployed youth

economic challenges and

from Phokeng (the Royal

With the South African

require additional assistance

Bafokeng Nation), and

youth unemployment rate

and support, particularly in

placing 32 of them in

currently sitting at well over

areas such as IT access and

schools for workplace

65%, and many training

economic development.

experience as part of the

programmes lacking in

Recognising the impact

YES partnership.

the skills demanded by

79

the labour market, the
partnership between ORT
SA and the Trust is an
immensely valuable one.
Not only is it an initiative
that values education, it
is one that offers practical
solutions to help alleviate
unemployment in South
Africa.
The Trust is fully committed
to ensuring the ongoing
success of the bridging
course, and is aligned to

188
young people trained and
certified on Cisco
IT Essentials

ORT SA’s mission of making
people employable and
creating employment
opportunities, while helping
to create a bright future for
us all.
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Youth skills development
A few words from our ORT SA beneficiaries.

Dikeledi Nke (2020 cohort)

Alphinah Sefako (2021

Kelebogile Makakaba (2021

cohort)

cohort)

and demanding. I really

First of all, I have to say

This course made me learn

needed something to

thank you so much for

so much more about IT and

challenge me, and so far I’m

giving me the opportunity

computers, none of which I

very happy with the training

to be part of this

knew. I think it’s an excellent

I’ve received.

programme.

bridging course, and a way

The course is interesting

of helping us learn more
Sharon Sedumo (2020

I feel so blessed to have

about IT, and the industry as

cohort)

been given the chance to

a whole.

improve my CV and my
Honestly I’ve never been this

references.

happy – I wish I’d had this
certificate a long time ago.

There are people who have

When I’m in class, I enjoy

to pay a lot of money for the

every single minute of our

course we’re studying,

lessons, and I’m gaining

and yet we don’t have

so much experience at the

to pay a cent.

same time.

I’m so grateful.
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Operational report

The transition toward operational independence has meant a number of significant
changes in the organisation’s operations.

Name change and new

Operating model

brand identity

able to optimise our

fiduciary duties and meets

integrity of the Trust’s

the general operations of

capacity by developing

quarterly to review the

operations.

the organisation.

and implementing solid

Trust’s progress against

governance frameworks and

its strategic goals, fiscal

deploying smart technology

management and risk and

to facilitate seamless

issues management.

Management

Legal and compliance

information-sharing and
Our operating model has

decision-making.

Along with the name

also changed, meaning

change to the Energy

that we now carry our own

Work is underway to have

Mobility Education Trust

operational costs, including

a more comprehensive

The management team, led

The Trust is a Qualifying

came the creative process

staff and back office

and integrated beneficiary

by the CEO, implements the

Small Enterprise (QSE)

of reimagining the Trust’s

functions.

management system that

Trust’s strategic objectives

subject to the Broad-

while maintaining sound

Based Black Economic

operations.

Empowerment Act

brand identity and what we

will further improve our

Board subcommittees

wanted to communicate

Being cognisant of the

administration processes.

about our mission, purpose

need to maintain a

A Remuneration Committee

and values.

healthy expense ratio

has been established

There is a dedicated

annually by a SANAS-

between programmes and

to oversee Trust staff

Programme Manager

accredited verification

We are excited about our

operations, all back office

remuneration and trustees’

primarily accountable

agency. The Trust is a proud

new look and feel, brand,

functions are outsourced.

fees, while an Audit

for programme

B-BBEE Level 1 Contributor.

Committee presides over

implementation and

risk and audit matters.

oversight as well as

As a public benefit

Ad hoc committees are

beneficiary and stakeholder

organisation (PBO) as

relationship management.

contemplated in section 30

and logo, and all that underpins it.

Governance

(B-BBEE) and is verified

We intend to elevate our

The Energy Mobility

established for specific

brand presence and voice

Education Trust Board

assignments, such as the

in social and traditional

of Trustees, chaired

appointment of people and

Finance and operations

the Trust is governed by

by Prof. GL Nongxa,

certain strategic service

are the responsibility of

and observes all regulatory

comprises comprises 1

providers.

the Business Operations

requirements outlined by

Manager, who oversees

the SA Revenue Service
(SARS).

media and begin sharing

Operational efficiency

more about our work,

(3) of the Income Tax Act,

our beneficiaries and

For a team of three,

bpSA-nominated and 5

some insightful thought

operational efficiency

independent trustees.

These board subcommittees

financial governance and

leadership.

is vital. We have been

The board fulfils their

provide assurance of the

supports the team with
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Financial report

The Energy Mobility Education Trust
is a 5% minority shareholder in bpSA.
At the inception of the Trust in 2014,
bpSA donated R305 million towards
programme implementation over a
period of 10 years, until 2025. Through
this donation, the Trust fulfils its

mandate as outlined in the Trust
Deed, of facilitating access to quality
education and skills development
to young black South Africans from
the most under-served areas of the
country.

Audited financial

Financial Reporting

the Trust’s revenue stream

statements

Standard (IFRS) for Small

and engage with local

and Medium-sized Entities.

and global grant-makers

The Trust maintains

operating in the youth skills

adequate accounting

Donation income

development and education

records and is accountable

diversification

environments. This will also

for the content and integrity

entail forging partnerships

of the audited annual
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R175m

Financial report

TOTAL INVESTMENT OVER 7 YEARS
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A final thought…
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country as a whole.
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Thank you
With special thanks and acknowledgement to the graduates who
participated in the photo shoot for our annual report:
1.

Sibusisiwe Fikeni – Bachelor of Accounting (UJ) (Trainee Accountant – PwC)

2.

Letsoba Mabe – BSc Actuarial Science (WITS)

3.

Bheka Madonsela – Bachelor of Accounting Science (WITS)

4.

Ingrith Makhubedu – CTA (Postgraduate) (UJ)

5.

Molato Makweya – BSc Actuarial Science (WITS)

6.

Wavhothe Masakona – BSc Computer Science and Informatics (UJ)

7.

Theo Mathebula – BSc Chemical Engineering (WITS)

8.

Joyce Mohuba – BSc Chemical Engineering (WITS) (Analyst Intern – Mazi Asset Management)

9.

Lethabo Thonane – BCom in Accounting (UJ)

10.

Ruth Tsita – Bachelor of Accounting (WITS)

Contact
Energy Mobility Education Trust
Address:
199 Oxford Road, Oxford Parks, Dunkeld, 2196, 					
		Johannesburg, 2000
Email:
info@emeducationtrust.com
Web:		
https://emeducationtrust.com/

Design and production: Evert Davidson Creative Partnership
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“

Every achievement brings strength
to attempt another achievement,
another goal, another step
on the ladder.
ELLEN JOHNSON SIRLEAF

